There is no point in extending this message a lot. Apparently in the late weeks, a lot of clown organizations which try to find justification for their own impunity and wanting to do stupid decisions, have been trying to "grab the spotlight" in the web, forums and news.

Of course this is nothing new and nothing to not be expected. Everytime one opens the news, there can be a hundred people killed by BLM or a thousand statues burned by ANTIFA, but all that we will get "told" is that the real danger is always someone and something else.

What more will it take from the ANTIFA so that they are declared an actual social danger, which they are? How many more crimes, allowance to rip down civilization, consistently, for decades, are we willing to tolerate?

Putting their actions side by side to ISIL, makes them look rather similar. As the muslims destroyed Baal-Zebul's temple and blew it up to bits, so did these ANTIFA go to take down the statue of Lafayette. This is the same situation, minus, the ANTIFA is not that far gone. But the more they are tolerated, and the more the communists short circuit themselves, one day we might even experience this.

I do not welcome this day, but this day may even come. I hope it never comes. Some people of similar outlook to us believe that this situation will end up in some sort of bloody civil war. Indeed, this is exactly what the enemy desires and wants to create. As such, we want to prevent this. We have more things to lose than the enemy does if our civilizations go down in flames. We are the creators, they are the parasites.

All the ANTIFA combined, are not one toenail of Lafayette, in regards to attainment in bettering civilization. But here came the time where these communist failures will just try to rip the statues of men greater than they, all while they erect jews and civilization destroyers as their new "Gods".

Is it great when these monkeys like the BLM leader say things that only surmise to "Whitey, gibs me ur loot and civilization, or we will burn yo system up". There
is, however, a systematic tolerance, on purpose, for these toxic monkeys and social destroyers. Everyone here knows who is behind these.

For those who do not know, they would be scratching their head, asking, how is this even possible in a civilization that supposedly values property, life and law, all of which are raped and violated by the usual BLM state actors?

Anyone doing as little as 1% of these, would have experienced the full crackdown of the federal force, and justifiably get what is coming for them. These animals can burn the whole country down, and everyone not only pretends it's not happening, but many idiots are promoting this.

This clown situation is nothing new in Satanism. Satanism has always been a sore pain for the enemy, and the enemy frequently attempts, by creating clown organizations and using mentally and socially disturbed individuals, to do actions that the enemy hopes will attempt to sink Satanism.

These people are no different than the enemy, and all they do is infiltrate, and generally attempt to condone/coerce other people do to negative social actions, be a social pariah, and/or even worse than that, to harm these people and also in an attempt to harm Satanism collectively.

One will see the same also in the full spectrum of organizations and gatherings of people, such as the ANTIFA and many other such cancers, that have been expanding and eating on the social body for a very long time.

However, in contrast to ANTIFA or BLM which are allowed to loot freely, kill freely, destroy and deface the whole of civilization [these are allowed to and funded by jews in positions that defend them], there are other idiots who want to feel engaged and fill a void into their masculinity by engaging in fringe actions and/or destroying their own life.

Satan is put somewhere in this for the usual defamation reasons, no different than how Christians have always blamed Satan for their crimes over all the centuries. Satan and the Gods have nothing to do with this. Indeed, it is actually disturbing that any Satanist has to answer or even make a mention of these fringe characters.

The reality of Satan, however, is that Satan is the primary civilization creator and creator of life, and actions that destroy our life and/or civilizations, are working against what they are trying to create. Opposition to the enemy has arose out of
this - we are constantly prevented, have our civilizations ruined and lowered of quality, and we are disallowed collective advancement by them. Satan looks upon this with disdain and wants to finish this loop of destruction.

The United States is going down now as Rome did. Monkeys, jews and looters are defacing the monuments of the United States, as the stupid mobs defaced Rome thousands of years ago. This is all high sacrilege.

Now, in regards to the internet, be aware, as there are many enemies and people who seek to do harm and/or engage other people in deplorable actions. There are people out there, who want to drain information, cause harm, and/or may even tell you to do outrageous things, supposedly for "Satanism". These are people of the enemy.

Violent actions and so forth are frowned upon by the Gods, for they cost someone their life, and without a life, you will never advance. We can win easily if people become spiritually competent, without having to engage in any form of stupidity. The Gods are smart, and actually, all of the above defamation and stupidity is promoted by the enemy on purpose, to make people who would otherwise have a future with the Gods have their life and their existence wasted.

The enemy, plus their cohorts, for obvious reasons, are beyond laws and anything. To give an example, in an internet den filled with immature brats, somewhere, there can be one of the enemy, making and/or advocating all sorts of actions to people that will lead them to personal destruction.

Every time I read on the internet, some example of the above, it's always the same deal. These statements can be either implying or obvious, and they have no problem seeking the vulnerable to make them do all sorts of things. Some of them are paid to do this kind of work. STAY AWAY from these people, and always on the good side.

Not only these things have no effect [except of disasters for everyone involved, especially the perpetrators and victims], but these are anti-Satanic in that they will impede a person from all the positive things Satan intends. These are of utmost benefit to the enemy, and promote their agenda.

Nobody that promotes the agenda of the enemy in such gross manner is to in any way, and despite of any claims, be considered a Satanist. Many of these disturbing actors are also jews, very directly. It is almost never otherwise. When these actors are not racial jews, then they are utterly retarded, and these build up
on one another.

Stupid actions these people promote will not change civilization or the general situation of mankind. These so-called individuals can ape rage all day if you want, nothing will change. Only enlightenment will save our collective future. This is the only real way.

Joy of Satan is real Spiritual Satanism, note: spiritual.

Our tenets and beliefs are on our front-page, and our beliefs constitute an ideological awakening, which is far more effective than anything else. It is only when the soul and mind of people wakes up that any change can be expected. Clown actors and all sorts of other garbage, puts everyone back in constructive work and creation, which is why many of these inferiors in the first place [described above] exist.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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